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2019 CHANIN · Pre Release
Santa Barbara County, California
In the recent Zoom tasting with Gavin his enthusiasm for the 
2019s was palpable. The abbreviated version of what he said; 
the 2019 vintage has produced some of the best wines that he 
has ever made but they are wines for the long haul. What was 
also apparent from the tasting was that Gavin has entered a 
more assured stage of his career, with more experiences and 
vintages to draw on. In his 20s, Gavin made it onto the Forbes 
list of 30 Top Achievers Under 30, but now at the ripe old age 
of 35 Gavin is more reflective. When asked what vintage he 
likens the 2019s to, he comes back to the much-loved 2010s. 
When asked whether it is a Pinot or Chardonnay vintage, or 
what vineyard sites he leans towards, Gavin is reluctant to 
be drawn. Wary of the early declarations that he might have 
once made, and aware of the aging potential of these wines 
he wants to give the wines time to express themselves before 
jumping to conclusions. 

Sadly, what is undoubtedly true is the size of the vintage. 
Strong Pacific winds at flowering have left him with a vastly 
smaller crop than previous years so please do speak sooner 
rather than later if you would like an allocation.

These wines are already on the water and will be here by 
Christmas, but please try to hold off on pulling the corks for 
a bit.

Gavin Chanin

Click here to watch our Director Sam Clarke 
catch up with Gavin Chanin for a quick 

lowdown on the 2019 vintage.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77OBXXZqHxs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77OBXXZqHxs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77OBXXZqHxs
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2019 Chardonnays

2019 Chanin Los Alamos Vineyard Chardonnay

12x75cl - £310 IB 
1x150cl - £55 IB
1x300cl - £125 IB
The total production of this wine was 475 cases. It has a light yellow 

color and a lovely floral perfume with a faint exotic tinge. With 

great finesse, balance, and elegance this is a Chardonnay with great 

early appeal but will age gracefully for many years into the future.

– Outstanding Plus, John Tilson.   

2019 Chanin Bien Nacido Vineyard Chardonnay

12x75cl - £355 IB 
1x150cl - £62.5 IB
1x300cl - £150 IB
With a total production of 225 cases this is a beautifully crafted and 

delicious Chardonnay. It has a light yellow color with a faint golden 

hue and a lovely floral citrus tinged perfume with a hint of peach. 

Very elegant and finesseful with very pure fruit showing peach 

and citrus flavors this Chardonnay drinks beautifully now but will 

develop over an extended period into the future.

– Extraordinary, John Tilson.   

2019 Chanin Sanford & Benedict Vineyard Chardonnay

12x75cl - £410 IB 
1x150cl - £71.67 IB
1x300cl - £175 IB
There were 275 cases of this wine produced. Light yellow in color 

with a faint golden hue this Chardonnay has a gorgeous floral 

citrus perfume with a faint exotic nuance. On the palate the wine 

has layers of very pure citrus tinged fruit with beautiful balance 

and great flavors. Absolutely delicious now but with more age it will 

show additional complexity over many years into the future.

– Extraordinary, John Tilson.   
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2019 Pinots Noirs

2019 Chanin Los Alamos Vineyard Pinot Noir

12x75cl - £440 IB 
1x150cl - £76.67 IB
1x300cl - £190 IB
The production of this Pinot Noir was 200 cases. It has a light ruby red 

color and a cherry and berry perfume with floral undertones. With 

lots of very pure cherry and berry fruit it is very elegant, beautifully 

balanced with lots of early appeal with the promise of further evolution 

well into the future this is a really lovely Pinot Noir.

– Outstanding Plus, John Tilson.   

2019 Chanin Bien Nacido Vineyard Pinot Noir

12x75cl - £440 IB 
1x150cl - £76.67 IB
1x300cl - £190 IB
The production of this Pinot Noir was 225 cases. With a deep ruby red 

color it shows a gorgeous exotic tinged cherry perfume. On the palate 

it is supple, lush, and rounded with layers of floral tinged cherry fruit 

and is beautifully balanced, very refined and really delicious.

– Extraordinary, John Tilson.   

2019 Chanin Sanford & Benedict Vineyard Pinot Noir

12x75cl - £540 IB 
1x150cl - £93.33 IB
1x300cl - £210 IB
There were 275 cases of this Pinot Noir produced.  It has a deep red 

color and lovely floral berry perfume with a faint spice undertone. 

On the palate, there is an abundance of complex cherry and berry 

fruit with floral nuances and a long lasting finish. Supple, lush, and 

rounded this wine has great early appeal with the promise of a long 

life ahead.

– Outstanding Plus, John Tilson.   

2019 Chanin Schock Family Vineyard Pinot Noir

12x75cl - £475 IB 
The production of this wine was only 75 cases. It has a deep red color 

and a lovely floral berry tinged perfume. On the palate it is very 

elegant and finesseful with layers of fruit accented by exotic floral 

undertones and a long finish.

– Outstanding Plus, John Tilson.   

2019 Chanin Zotovich Vineyard Pinot Noir

1x150cl - £73.33 IB
1x300cl - £175 IB
There were 175 cases of this wine produced. With a deep ruby red 

color this Pinot Noir has a lovely exotic tinged mulberry perfume 

with a kiss of spice. It follows through on the palate with lots of lush 

mulberry and cherry tinged fruit with a faint floral spice undertone 

and a long finish.

– Extraordinary, John Tilson.   
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